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Abstract

Putting the principles of sustainability into practice within social and economic development requires intensive involvement and participation of the construction, real estate and finance industries. It is necessary that design, construction and refurbishment of buildings are aligned with targets in energy-efficiency, resource preservation, climate change and human health. On the one hand design strategies, design tools and construction techniques need further development, but the demand for sustainable buildings needs to increase also.

For a long time market acceptance, market penetration and market transformation of sustainable buildings has been hampered by various obstacles and prejudices. This is now changing because of prove that sustainable buildings have economic advantages, because of social and environmental responsibility being increasingly accepted by all stakeholders, due to developments in law and standardisation as well as due to the example set by the public sector. The vicious circle of blame for low demand for sustainable buildings can therefore be broken. Positive change in the built environment can be brought about by various instruments (laws, standards, grant programmes, market stimulation programmes etc.) as well as by creating connections between individual and institutional objectives with sustainable development objectives. For those investors interested in sustainable investments, sustainable real estate funds, green REITs can be offered as new investment alternatives.

However, it is equally important to pay greater attention to the social and cultural importance of buildings. Topics such as the interdependence between buildings and life style choices and consumption patterns of building users, the role of buildings within a neighbourhood and urban development, the need to provide adequate accommodation and to create and preserve jobs can also contribute to greater demand for sustainable buildings.
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1. Retrospective and Current situation

Design principles, technologies and construction products for energy efficient, resource efficient and health conscious buildings have been available for decades now. Topics such as design for energy efficiency and the protection of environment and health during construction and operation of buildings have been integrated into education and training for architects and engineers. The same goes for topics such as life-cycle oriented planning, safeguarding economic performance and other building related sustainability issues. In Europe intense academic effort has been put into developing and testing systems for describing, assessing and certifying the sustainability of buildings. Nevertheless the spread of green buildings and sustainable properties encountered resistance and barriers on the real estate market. Already in 2000 this was described as a part of a vicious circle of blame (Cadman 2000).

The vicious circle of blame saw the main reason for resistance and barriers standing in the way of greater spread of sustainable buildings as coming primarily from developers and investors. In particular, stimulating demand for sustainable buildings and interest amongst clients and investors had not succeeded. Some of the causes were:

- The part that the real estate sector played in resource demand and environmental impact had been substantially underestimated.
- Additional expenditure for the design and construction of sustainable buildings had been substantially over-estimated.
- For a long time there was no successful transfer of the term sustainability and the concept of sustainable development into the built environment.
- The value of sustainable buildings for image and reputation had been underestimated.
- The economical advantage of sustainable buildings had not been successfully compiled and proven. There was doubt that investors would be interested in sustainable buildings and willing to pay extra.
- There were hardly any appropriate investment options and products for investors.

Since some years ago the situation has been changing dramatically. Stakeholders in the construction and real estate industry contributed to this transformation in various ways.

The increasing recognition of a responsibility towards environment and society lead to designers increasingly taking on responsibility for the built environment beyond mere
aesthetics. Consequently, the value of high functional quality (performance based building) was re-discovered, the (concept of the building) life cycle was integrated into the design process and the issue of energy efficiency of buildings were increasingly being addressed.

Under the pressure of impending climate change governments are increasingly looking into issues of mitigation and adaptation. The substantial share in resource consumption, environmental impact and climate change of the real-estate industry has been identified on the one hand. On the other hand the industry’s considerable potential of reducing these impacts through a transition to sustainable planning, construction and operation of buildings was also identified. Beyond resource preservation, environmental protection and climate change mitigation the construction industry plays another important role in sustainable development: The industry creates and preserves jobs and contributes to local economy. It contributes qualitatively and quantitatively to sufficient provision of housing. At the same time the built environment is part of cultural heritage. Therefore governments recognise increasingly the economic and social value of the construction and real-estate industries. In many European countries this has led to further developments in and tightening of legal requirements and to the development of grant programmes. Governments act increasingly as role models by integrating sustainability into public procurement (“green public procurement”).

The financial crisis and its consequences led in parts of the real estate industry to a change in thinking. It was recognised that risk management needs to be improved and that mid to long term rentability and marketability need to be assured. To this end a building’s functional quality, energy efficiency, low life cycle costs, longevity, flexibility and adaptability etc. are key. Alongside the renaissance of the importance of technical and functional qualities, the recognition of economic advantages of green buildings and sustainable properties emerged. At the same time non-sustainable buildings become a risk to reputation for many companies. Hence for many companies sustainability standards for the buildings they occupy is part of company policy.

Sustainable building research is no longer restricted to the progression of design principles, new technologies and construction techniques and the progression of in-use management processes (facility management). Sustainable buildings have also been a key subject of real estate research. There are now large scale surveys that analyse the interests, motives and demands of investors and those in charge of a company’s own building stock (corporate real estate managers) and those of fund initiators etc. Rental and sales potential of energy efficient and sustainable buildings are being investigated as well as the readiness of
tenants and buyers to reward better quality of such buildings by paying higher sale prices or higher rents. Furthermore whether and how sustainable real estate funds or green Real Estate Investment Trusts (green REIT’s) offer better performance in comparison with comparable investment products is being investigated.

The activities of the international standardisation (e.g. ISO TC 59 SC 14 and SC 17) and European standardisation (CEN TC 350) helped to harmonize differing notions on how to transfer sustainable development principles to buildings. There is now a high level of consensus that sustainable buildings have to demonstrate not only good performance environmentally, economically and socially, but that they also need to show high levels of performance in terms of architectural and urban design and in terms of functional and technical quality. In so far the integration of sustainability issues into the overall quality of a building (“integrated building performance”) has succeeded.

The pre-conditions for greater demand for sustainable buildings and greater market penetration have improved noticeably, but are not yet satisfactory. Further necessary steps are explained in Section 2.

2. Activities and measures to strengthen demand for sustainable buildings

Necessary activities and measure to increase the demand for sustainable buildings in the following areas:

2.1. Improving the way sustainability in buildings is described and assessed

If the market position of sustainable buildings is to be improved, it must first be possible to describe, assess and illustrate their contribution to sustainable development by means of a transparent and recognised procedure. In the last few years, the available systems for assessment and certification, including the awarding of labels and certificates, have undergone further development. While these systems originally concentrated on energy, environment and health, and were focused on describing and assessing the fundamental technical components of the building, they have since been superseded by a second generation. Through use of environmental accounting and life cycle costing, these systems operate based on the method of life cycle assessment and do not only factor in the ecological and social dimensions but also the economic dimension. They are supplemented by
assessment results relating to technical and functional quality and are in conformity with the draft of a new standard, currently under development by the European Committee for Standardization, Technical Committee “Sustainability of Construction Works” - CEN TC 350 – see also http://www.cen.eu/cen/Sectors/TechnicalCommitteesWorkshops/CENTechnicalCommittees/Pages/default.aspx.

It is the author’s view that the second generation of assessment and certification systems, which include the new German Certificate for Sustainable Buildings (DGNB – Deutsches Gütesiegel Nachhaltiges Bauen and BNB – Bewertungssystem Nachhaltiges Bauen – see also www.nachhaltiges bauen.de), will make it easier to estimate future leasability and marketability by detailing technical and functional quality and to assess cost-effectiveness by detailing life cycle costs. In this regard, it is now possible to address questions over property investment returns directly.

With the EU’s ‘SuPerBuildings’ project (see also http://cic.vtt.fi/superbuildings/) and the activities of the SB Alliance network (see also http://www.sballiance.org/), work on the further development and completion of an assessment and certification solution for sustainable buildings is also being undertaken at European level.

Beyond the progression of assessment and certification systems there is also an urgent need to analyse and optimize the building performance in use (through post occupancy evaluation and continuous improvement). It would be advisable to summarize all essential qualities, properties and data in the format of a building file, which can be supplemented throughout the life cycle. This data would be continuously updated. In so far such a file differs from certification, which just provides a snap-shot at a given point in time.

2.2. Green public procurement for public buildings

Although the public sector would incorporate traditional issues of environmental protection (COM 2004a), health and safety into its invitations to tender for construction work and its decision to allocate contracts, there was often a lack of solid guidance and assessment benchmarks. This situation has completely changed since several years.

In many countries, the public sector is trying to play an even stronger leading role in the implementation of sustainable development principles in the construction and property industries, including properties for own use. Laws and regulations are being drafted, funding
programmes are being developed, requirements for spatial development, urban development and individual buildings are being integrated into national sustainability strategies, and sustainability issues are being taken into consideration as part of public procurement, including in the invitation to tender for construction work and the allocation of contracts. In the process, the basis for assessing the cost-effectiveness of a package of measures often shifts from assessing investment costs to determining and evaluating life cycle costs.

Green public procurement (also environmental public procurement, eco-purchasing or green purchasing) is an instrument for leveraging the market power of the public sector as a contracting party (consumer) in order to strengthen demand for environmentally friendly (sustainable) goods and services. In this context this concerns appropriate planning, construction and management services, construction products and buildings. It involves the integration of, for example, the requirements of environmental protection, health and safety and resource preservation (sustainability) into the processes by which tenders for planning and construction work are invited and contracts are awarded. At the same time, these requirements must be precisely formulated in such a way that they can be identified and implemented by the tenderer and checked for compliance by the contracting party. Attention is drawn to the need for complexity management arising from compliance with technical and functional requirements on the one hand, and the ability to assess the ecological and economic advantageousness of the solution on the other hand. The handbook on environmental public procurement of the EU (COM 2004a) proposes the following steps:

- Development of green purchasing strategies
- Organisation of public procurement
- Formulation and definition of the requirements of the contract
- Selection of suppliers, service providers or contractors
- Awarding the contract
- Formulation of contract performance clauses.

2.3. **Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and sustainability reporting**

In connection with a social change in values, the use of sustainable properties is increasingly helping to build a positive image. It is a means by which stakeholders can demonstrate their heightened awareness of their responsibility to the environment and society (CSR). Planners and building contractors as well as investors and companies, whether they
own or rent their properties, are capitalising on this situation and are establishing additional tie-ins with their corporate sustainability reporting framework.

A sector supplement for sustainability reporting in the construction and real estate sector is currently being developed for GRI (Global Reporting Initiative). This will provide a general basis for sustainability reporting (GRI 2010).

2.4. Analysis and evidence of economic advantages

Yet, sustainable buildings are also increasingly proving to be less risky, more stable in value and quicker and easier to rent and sell. They facilitate access to land and funding and, in the best case scenario, more favourable financing and insurance terms. In this respect, the rise in demand for sustainable properties can, in the case of some stakeholders, be increasingly attributed to financial reasons. However, the financial advantageousness of sustainable properties is not always empirically verifiable, but the results of initial studies do point in this direction (Eichholtz et.al. 2009); (Fuerst & McAllister 2009); (Dermisi 2009).

As a transitional arrangement the economic advantages of sustainable buildings can be described qualitatively – see Figure 1. It is evident that the advantages need to be analysed from the point of view of the respective stakeholders (e.g. Landlord or tenant).
2.5. **Development of new products for responsible property investment**

Investors (e.g. pension funds) are increasingly interested in sustainable investment opportunities, or, on the basis of existing rules, are obliged to be interested and prove to be so. For indirect property investments, this is leading to demand growth in sustainable property funds. The first providers and products can be seen entering the market, with tendency for growth (Rohde & Lützkendorf 2009). The development of such products is, in turn, strengthening the demand for sustainable buildings in order to launch corresponding fund products and to provide them with the appropriate properties.

2.6. **Policy instruments**

‘Sustainable construction’ is one aspect of the Lead Market Initiative (LMI) for Europe (http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/innovation/policy/lead-market-initiative/). The LMI provides a methodology to identify promising emerging markets and to support them through
a package of coordinated innovation-friendly policy actions that would facilitate growth in the demand for innovative goods and services. The action plans deploy a core set of policy instruments (legislation, public procurement, standardisation, labelling and certification and complementary instruments. The following actions are envisaged: screening of national building regulations, industrial leader panel on cumulative administrative costs/benefits, guidance and pilot schemes on award criterion and LCC use, establish a network between public authorities in charge of procuring sustainable construction, framework & assessment method and benchmarks for the assessment of sustainability performances, Eurocodes 2nd generation, Construction Products Regulation and sustainability requirements, small and medium enterprises (SME’s) guide on collaborative working schemes in construction projects, alternative warranty/label schemes related to construction insurance, EU-wide strategy to facilitate the upgrading of skills and competence in the construction sector.

2.7. Progressing methods for valuation/appraisal and risk analysis

In terms of integrating sustainability issues into methods for risk analysis, property analysis and property rating, the first steps have been taken with the incorporation of ecological sustainability (TEGoVA, 2003).

In the mean time such methods have developed further and are now being used by banks and rating agencies (Lützkendorf & Lorenz, 2007). Figure 2 shows how property and market risks of a building can be reduced through sustainability features.
Figure 2 Relationships between property features and financial risks (Lützkendorf, Lorenz 2008)
The issue of integration of sustainability issues into valuation is subject to intensive scientific discussions and debate, e.g. (Lorenz, 2006), (Ellison et.al 2007), (RICS, 2009), (Meins et.al. 2010) (Muldavin, 2010).

It is evident that in particular the energy efficiency of buildings will be accounted for in valuation. The way of accounting for it depends on the valuation methods used. Not all features of sustainable buildings influence financial risk and economic value directly. In so far the results of sustainability assessment cannot be transferred (translated?) directly. However they provide an essential information base, as long as the results for individual criteria are available in disaggregated form. “Job-sharing” between sustainability assessments and property valuation are currently being discussed intensely. (JSBC, 2009)

2.8. Financing of sustainable buildings

As early as 2004, the European Commission expressed its hope and expectation that certification of the sustainability of buildings combined with an illustration of their economic benefits would result in increased demand and greater willingness to pay on the part of purchasers and tenants as well as more favourable terms in the financing and insuring of these types of property (COM, 2004b). The question is thus whether, and to what extent, banks and insurers will recognise and appreciate the economic benefits associated with sustainable buildings. More favourable financing and insurance terms would then be seen as another advantage, which would in turn contribute to a strengthening of demand. To date, however, any examples are few and far between and can be classified by type as follows:

- Banks (KfW in Germany, for example) that act as ‘economic development banks’ and conduct development programmes on behalf of the state using public funds.
- Banks that, as part of a marketing campaign or an awareness of their responsibility to the environment and society, grant special offers valid for defined, individual measures for a limited period of time (usually cheaper interest rates for measures related to energy conservation)
- Banks that specialise in the financing of measures for environmental protection and sustainability
- Banks that are aware of the reduced energy and running costs of sustainable buildings and take this into account when assessing the creditworthiness of the borrower (e.g. for single-family homes) and the amount of credit to give (e.g. energy efficient mortgage).
• Banks that, as part of project financing, grant more favourable terms in recognition of the economic benefits of sustainable buildings (or demand risk surcharges for non-sustainable properties) after having weighed up the property risks.

Only in the last example there is a direct relationship between financing terms and recognition of economic benefits as part of property and risk assessments and estimates of performance and probabilities of failure. Subsequent analysis focuses on this relationship. For further steps in this desired direction, the following questions need to be clarified in terms of which prerequisites are created:

Can the contribution of buildings to sustainable development be described and evaluated in a transparent, auditable and recognised manner? This necessitates, for example, further development of assessment and certification systems and of criteria grids and benchmarks.

Which attributes and characteristics of sustainable buildings have a direct or indirect impact on the financial risks and prospects of property? Identification of ‘success factors’ is required.

Can sustainability issues be integrated into property and risk analyses and value appraisals and can their positive effects be illustrated? This requires the further development of appropriate methods and instruments.

Can the greater willingness to pay for sustainable buildings on the part of tenants and investors be proven empirically? For this to be possible, the way in which buildings are described and transaction data are evaluated must be improved.

In Germany, banks and mortgage providers are discussing intensively whether and how financing conditions for sustainable buildings can be improved. Higher lending values, that can lead to higher credit volumes with more favourable condition, as well as lower interest rates are being discussed.

2.9. Further steps

The subject of ‘green building’ and ‘sustainable property’ has taken hold in the property industry. Growing demand, also in connection with new products such as ‘sustainable property funds’, can already be observed. This demand can be strengthened further by the purposeful alignment of public procurement with the principles of sustainable development,
the further development of framework conditions (laws, regulations, standards, funding programmes) and the use of market mechanisms. Prerequisites include:

- Further development of systems and tools for describing and assessing buildings and their harmonisation
- Improvement of the empirical basis through the surveying and publishing of transaction data, supplemented by the fundamental attributes and characteristics of properties
- Extension of empirical studies to provide evidence of the environmental advantageousness of sustainable buildings, e.g. by determining the relationships with financial risks and value performance
- Development and dissemination of tools to aid the tender invitation process
- Integration of sustainability-relevant information about products, designs and buildings into the tender documents
- Integration of sustainability issues into Public Private Partnership (PPP)- and Private Finance Initiative (PFI)- models.

3. Summary

The increase in demand for sustainable buildings and the further market transformation require the involvement and participation of many stakeholders. It is only in this way that the basic principles can be developed for demonstrating the advantages of sustainable buildings (risk management, valuation), that financing and grant conditions can be shaped, that new products can be created (sustainable real estate funds, green REITs), and that project developers can be won over.

Figure 3 summarised the most important stakeholders and their possible contributions in terms of support for the implementation of principles of sustainable construction in the construction and real-estate industry.
Crucial stakeholders of the real estate industry have mainly financial interests. It is therefore critical that a business model for the financing of sustainable properties be developed and at the same time that the interest amongst investors be sparked.

It is the author’s view that the efforts to integrate sustainability issues into risk analysis and portfolio management, valuation, financial decision making and defining financing conditions need to be intensified. In this way the forces of the market can be used best in order to strengthen the demand for sustainable properties.

It remains the responsibility of the state to provide a framework for the market forces. There continues to be a need for defining environmental and health protection by legal means. Through grant programmes and acting as role model the state can make further important contributions.

Research can and must contribute to further development of the methods for description and assessment of properties. There is currently great demand for empirical evidence for economic advantages of sustainable buildings.
It is the responsibility of educational institutions to equip future managers of the construction and real estate industry, as well as planners, architects and engineers with the knowledge that is necessary for the implementation of the principles of sustainable development within the construction and real estate industry.
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